
Fill in the gaps

But I Want More by Michael Schenker Group (MSG)

I´ve seen a lot of  (1)______________  in my  (2)________ 

,I´ve seen at what harm can be done

I know I must fight out for my life,Confuse me rights that are

wrong

I've seen a lot of changes come my way And you'll have to 

(3)____________  for some

When voices of innocents cry out

Seeking the justice to come

Lies that's all I ever get from you

No matter how I try, by crying out  (4)__________  rights to

you

Don't  (5)________   (6)________   (7)________  and empty

promises

Hate, that's all I  (8)________  to  (9)________  to you

Cold blooded hate, no I don't  (10)________  to die for you

Don't give them lies and empty promises, no more lies

I'm  (11)________________   (12)________  someday,

thinking of the times

We used to have before, I know in a  (13)__________  way

I'm giving all I got, but just that  (14)____________  bit more

I've gone in the fast lane, I'm going down I'm  (15)__________

 down, I gotta  (16)________  more

I can't  (17)__________  and stargaze, oh, cause I want more

Sometime in my life, a day will come

And I know that you won't understand

You´re  (18)______________  in blind confusion

Losing your voice of command

I know in that life, my time will come

You might  (19)________  ashamed, gone out are all the

reasons

When I know you don't  (20)________  a damn

Lies, that's all I ever get from you

So  (21)________   (22)________  try by spilling out their lives

for you

Don't give  (23)________  lies ,and empty promises, no more

lies

Seems like  (24)______________  heaven, but I'm going

down

I'm going down I cant take anymore,

Can somebody free me

I've givin'all I got, but they want to take more

I'm  (25)______________  in the fast lane, I'm going down

I'm  (26)__________  down, I gotta  (27)________  more

I can't  (28)__________  and stargaze, oh, cause I want more 
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. changes

2. life

3. answer

4. their

5. give

6. them

7. lies

8. want

9. give

10. want

11. thinking

12. that

13. small

14. little

15. going

16. have

17. stand

18. running

19. feel

20. give

21. hard

22. they

23. them

24. seventh

25. trapped

26. going

27. give

28. stand
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